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Interleaving Collision Resolution Engines in
n-ary Tree Protocols
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Abstract— -ary tree protocols are used for access control on
shared channels to resolve collisions among channel users. For
exercising a single collision resolution engine (CRE), throughput
and latency of such protocols have been comprehensively studied.
This study investigates the same protocols with multiple inter, defined as the ratio of
leaved CREs in slotted networks.
throughput over latency, is measured as the criteria to launch or
terminate CREs. Analysis results indicate that the appropriate
number of CREs to trigger depends on the traffic load and the
collision resolution protocol. As the load grows to 0.25, 0.35,
0.5, and 0.8, the optimal number of interleaved CREs becomes
2, 3, 5, and 8, respectively. Moreover, the power of -ary tree
protocol with
determined dynamically outperforms the 3-ary
tree protocol by 13%.
Index Terms—Collision resolution engine, interleaving,
tree.

-ary

Fig. 1. Interleaving two collision resolution engines.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work seeks to determine the number of CREs required,
given traffic load, to maximize the performance. Since more
CREs results in shorter latency but lower slot throughput, and
vice versa, neither minimizing latency nor maximizing slot
is introduced
throughput is appropriate. Therefore, the
and is, given traffic load and the number of CREs , defined
as

I. INTRODUCTION

A

CONTENTION resolution process consists of two phases
[1]. First, the initial resolution phase in which newly activated users follow a first transmission rule (FTR) to send their
packets. Second is the collision resolution phase in which the
users retransmit collided packets according to a retransmission
rule (RTR). FTR’s can be further classified into two types, freeaccess and blocked-access. The former allows newly activated
users to contend immediately for slots while the latter forbids
this and is investigated herein. -ary tree protocols [2] are RTR,
which control the slot access of shared channels among retransmission users. A collision resolution engine (CRE) exercises the
contention resolution process by allocating a group of slots to
resolve collisions.
To reduce the packet access latency while adopting
blocked-access protocols, another group of slots may be
allocated to process the blocked requests, i.e., triggering
another CRE, as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, user has a newly
and will burst the packet at
while
arriving packet at
only exercising one CRE. If there are two CREs exercised and
interleaved, the packet will be transmitted at , which results
in shorter packet access latency. However, with multiple CREs,
fewer users are involved in a CRE and the system produces
lower slot throughput owing to higher estimation error ratio in
light traffic load [3].
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(1)
and
represent the corresponding slot
where
throughput and latency, respectively. The normalized slot
throughput is the mean number of user transmissions that a
slot successfully resolves, whereas the latency here is the mean
number of rounds to resolve a user transmission. Therefore,
when slot throughput and latency are derived the number of
CREs that maximizes the power could be obtained. Consequently, a policy which dynamically varies the number of CREs
based on traffic load could be devised.
III. ANALYSIS WORK
In this study, our analysis focuses on -ary tree protocols.
First, the slot throughput and the latency are derived given the
number of users and one CRE. The derivation first establishes
the recurrence equations for the allocated contention slots and
accumulated rounds, given a number of users collided initially.
Then, the moment generating function provides a systematic
approach to solve these equations [2] and the solutions are used
to calculate the slot throughput and the latency, respectively.
Thereafter, an equation that binds the traffic load and the number
of users is established. Consequently, the power with respect
interleaving
to the traffic load is obtained. The analysis for
CREs can be obtained by substituting some parameter.
A. Single Collision Resolution Engine
: Denote
Total Number of Rounds for Resolving Users,
as the number of accumulated rounds
the random number
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to resolve
produces
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users that initially contend for the same slot. This

where users are split into subtrees and the random variable
denotes the number of users contend for the th slot, thereby
. According to the above, its mean is

where users are split into subtrees and the random variable
denotes the number of users contend for the th slot, thereby
. The moment generating function of
is thus
derived as

(4)
where

is given as

Therefore, the total number of slots allocated to resolve
participating in a contention resolution cycle is

users

(5)
where is the probability of choosing th subtree. Its mean is
with respect
calculated by taking the first derivative of
, which yields
to and evaluating it at

B. Multiple Collision Resolution Engines
Regarding interleaving CREs, without loss of generality, the
population of channel users is assumed to be distributed uniformly among all CREs. Therefore, the latency and the slot
users and
CREs can be calculated as
throughput given
and
, respectively. Since the number of users could be obtained from

(2)
indicates the probability of the estimated number of
where
users is given the actual number of users is in the -ary tree
is given as
protocol and

where , , , and
represent channel capacity, mean packet
size, traffic load, and mean cycle length, respectively, the power
is then calculated as

(6)

The initial conditions are
and
. Therefore,
if users participate in a contention resolution cycle, the mean
, is given as
number of total rounds summed for users,

(3)
indicates the probability of the estimated number
where
of users is given the actual number of users is in the initial
.
contention phase. Note that the initial condition is
: Similarly,
Total Number of Slots for Resolving Users,
is denoted as the number of slots allothe random number
cated to resolve users collided initially in a slot. This produces

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This work investigates the power of -ary tree protocol with
fixed to 3 or computed according to statistically optimized
minislot allocation (SOMA) [3] which is an -ary tree protocol
with dynamically determined based on the estimated number
,
, and
obtained
of collided users. Consistent with
from [3], and are hereby given as 6 Mb/s and 368.1 bytes.
Since exercising more CREs during high traffic load leads to
fewer users that are resolved in a CRE, the latency is probably
shortened and higher power is thereby produced. Figs. 2 and
3 demonstrate that additional CREs should be triggered as the
load increases. However, triggering more CREs does not necessarily imply improved power. In fact, given traffic load, the
number of CREs required to achieve maximal power can be determined from our analysis, and varies among collision resolution protocols. In general, when the load is below 0.2, one CRE
would be the best. As the load grows to 0.25, 0.35, 0.5, and 0.8,
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it would be better to have 2, 3, 5, and 10 CREs, respectively. This
observation could be applied to any collision resolution protocols whose slot throughput and latency compromise each other.
Moreover, the power of the -ary tree protocol with determined dynamically averagely outperforms, thanks to its flexibility, the 3-ary tree protocol by 13%.

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 2.

The performance of -ary tree protocols interleaving multiple
CREs was investigated herein. Performance is measured with
the power that considers both slot throughput and latency. The
analysis based on a systematic approach indicates that the appropriate number of CREs to be trigger depends on the traffic
load and varies with collision resolution protocols. This observation could be applied to any collision resolution protocols whose slot throughput and latency compromise each other.
Moreover, the -ary tree protocol with dynamically determined outperforms the 3-ary tree protocol by 13% owing to its
flexibility.

Power of 3-ary tree protocol.
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